
FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY
This is not a franchise offering. A franchise offering can be made by us only in a state if we are first registered, 
excluded, exempted or otherwise qualified to offer franchises in that state, and only if we provide you with an 

appropriate franchise disclosure document. Follow-up or individualized responses to you that involve either effecting 
or attempting to effect the sale of a franchise will be made only if we are first in compliance with state registration 

requirements or are covered by an applicable state exclusion or exemption.



Your Future Could Use Some 
CheeZee. 
Since our founding in 2017, our goal has 
been to create mouthwatering favorites 
that include the freshest ingredients, 
innovative flavor combinations, and an 
unparalleled customer experience. Our 
gourmet grilled cheese shop has seen 
incredible growth since our inception and 
is poised for growth! 

We are offering a franchise opportunity 
that equipes franchise buyers with 
well-loved homemade recipes, a proven 
operating model, and a comprehensive 
support system that propels their 
Absolutely CheeZee franchise forward. We 
are seeking franchise partners to join the 
Absolutely CheeZee brand! 
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Invest in Absolutely CheeZee Today. 



Why You Need to Join 
Absolutely CheeZee
The Absolutely CheeZee franchise opportunity offers you a unique concept 
with perfected operational know-how, effective marketing, and ongoing 
franchise support services. Our business model and company culture fuze 
together to inspire a loyal fan following and consistent positive reviews.  

Absolutely CheeZee is a new, fresh concept that has taken America’s favorite 
comfort food and created the Grilled Cheese With a Twist! This is a fast casual 
model for grilled cheese masterpieces, distinct from our competitors, 
complemented by consistently awesome customer service. Our leadership 
team has an unrelenting passion for food, with over 50 years of combined 
experience in the food and beverage industry to prove it! We want franchise 
buyers who share this passion and who will deliver top-notch service to every 
customer, every time.  

For individuals who would love to join a business venture with potentially 
rewarding returns, Absolutely CheeZee may be right for you. 
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We are Absolutely 
the Best Choice 
The best fit franchise partners for Absolutely CheeZee will 
have the following qualities: 

• Prior Owner/Operator Experience Preferred 

• Background in Food and Beverage 

• Cheese Lover 

• Customer First Mentality 

• Organized and Detail-Oriented 

• Strong Sales and Marketing Abilities 

• Meets Financial Requirements 
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We Absolutely Support 
Our Franchisees
Exclusive Territory: We have identified ideal demographic and geographical 
factors that will deliver enriched territories into the hands of our franchisees. 

Comprehensive Training: Our training program is a comprehensive, dual 
phase process that empowers you with everything you need to know to 
establish, launch, and operate your Absolutely CheeZee, including a liberal 
amount of on-the-job instruction. 

Field Support: From the very start, you are never alone. Frequent, ongoing site 
visits ensure high-quality support and guidance for you. 

Operational Support: We want you to thrive! We provide ongoing operational 
support within areas such as suggested pricing guidelines, customer service 
techniques, administrative practices, and more.  

Marketing Guidance: We work to develop strategies and advertising that 
will benefit the entire franchise network and supply you with consumer 
marketing plans exclusive to your territory.  
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What Will It Cost? 
Standard Franchise Fee: 
$25,000 

Multi-Unit Development: 
$20,000 (after the first unit) 

Royalty Fee: 
6% of Gross Sales 

Minimum Estimated Investment: 
$188,650 (including franchise fee) 
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It’s Time to Take 
the Next Step 
We provide you with the competitive edge you need and a 
franchise system you can trust. We are ready for expansion 
throughout the nation and need qualified candidates just 
like you to represent the Absolutely CheeZee brand. Get 
started now by visiting AbsolutelyCheeZeeFranchise.com
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Contact Us
Franchise@AbsolutelyCheeZee.com

386.233.8910 | Ormond Beach, FL

AbsolutelyCheezee.com
AbsolutelyCheeZeeFranchise.com
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